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1. Introduction
As the global market leader in video surveillance products, Hikvision Digital Technology Co., Ltd.,
continues to strive for enhancement of its products through application of the latest in
technology. H.264+ Advanced Video Coding (AVC) optimizes compression beyond the current
H.264 standard. Through the combination of intelligent analysis technology with predictive
encoding, noise suppression, and long-term bitrate control, Hikvision is meeting the demand for
higher resolution at reduced bandwidths. Our customers will benefit from the lower bitrate
provided by H.264+, which plays a significant role in reducing bandwidth requirements,
improving network throughput, and savings in security system costs.

2. Background
Massive video data requires increased storage capacity, and the popularity of high-definition
video with growing bitrates and resolutions demands higher capacity devices and increased
system costs.
To resolve this problem, surveillance manufacturers use the latest video compression
technologies, including MPEG2, MPEG4, H.264/AVC, etc., among which H.264/AVC, as the most
popular compression standard, has become the main implemented compression technology.
Compared to normal videos, surveillance video has the following characteristics:
• Background information stays mostly constant and rarely changes
• Moving objects may appear only sporadically for a substantial portion of time
• The viewer focuses primarily on the moving objects in the scene
• 24-hour non-stop surveillance has an impact on storage requirements
• Video noise has a relatively big impact on quality and storage requirements
Hikvision’s enhancement of H.264 is an innovative encoding technology aimed at surveillance
video. It greatly lowers the video bitrate to save implementation costs.
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3. Key Technologies
H.264+ improves compression performance based on three key technologies: predictive
encoding based on the background model, background noise suppression, and long-period
bitrate control technology.

3.1 Predictive Encoding
Current mainstream compression algorithms such as MPEG2, MPEG4, H.264/AVC, and
the latest HEVC, are all based on hybrid encoded frames. Predictive encoding is one of
the core technologies of compression performance, and it can be divided into spatialdomain predictive encoding and time-domain predictive encoding.
I-frames can be encoded separately and adopt spatial-domain predictive encoding
technology. P-frame encoding relies on encoded I-frames or P-frames and adopts timedomain predictive encoding.
For time-domain predictive encoding, lower bitrate is accomplished by compressing the
difference between the current frame and a reference frame. Therefore, selecting the
appropriate reference block is crucial.
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Figure 1 Predictive Encoding
For surveillance video, the background information is usually constant, and thus we can
extract a background image as a reference frame to encode. Steadiness should be taken
into consideration when choosing a background image. As shown in Figure 1 Predictive
Encoding, among the five frames, T0 to T3 are the encoded images. The black
background image can be used as the reference frame and T4 can be encoded based on
the similarities and differences between T3 and the black background image.
Take Figure 2 Object Moves from B to A as an example: An object is moving from B to A,
so when encoding the T4 frame, the B area is the newly exposed area.

Figure 2 Object Moves from B to A
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If only the T3 frame is taken as a reference frame, there won’t be an optimized matching
block for the B area. Thus, more frames are required. If, in this case, the black
background image is used as a reference frame, in most cases there will be an optimized
matching block for the B area.
However, if we copy the same information in the black image, and then take T3 as the
reference image, we can simply find the ideal blocks to encode T4, which guarantees
image quality and reduces the bitrate. Taking the background image as the reference
frame not only improves the encoding compression performance of the motionless
objects, but also decreases the bits spent on the I-frame.
I-frames are required every few seconds (typically 1 to 4 seconds) when encoding
surveillance video. As a result, the I-frame bitrate takes a large percentage of encoding
resources when being encoded, especially for environments that have considerably
detailed scenes that are relatively motionless; I-frames may take up to 50 percent of
encoding resources. Moreover, the information displayed by I-frames is repetitive when
the background is unchanged.
In order to reduce the bitrate cost of repetitive I-frames, H.264+ implements a predictive
encoding reference relationship (based on the background model) shown in Figure 3
Predictive Encoding Reference Relationship. It lowers storage requirements while
optimizing the user playback experience.

Figure 3 Predictive Encoding Reference Relationship
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In Figure 3 Predictive Encoding Reference Relationship, the red frame is the background
frame, using intra-frame predictive encoding; the blue blocks are the refresh frames,
adopting intra-frame predictive encoding (for moving objects, marked with red boxes in
Figure 3 Predictive Encoding Reference Relationship) and inter-frame predictive encoding
(for motionless objects). The white blocks are the normal frames, using intra-frame
predictive encoding.
The intelligent analysis algorithm selects the red block, which has fewer moving objects.
The background frame data size is almost the same as that of the I-frame, and the time
interval between the background frames is much longer than the interval between the Iframes. The refresh frame data size is much smaller than that of the I-frame. The time
interval between two refresh frames is the same with that of the I-frame. The refresh
frame can be used as the I-frame.
The background frame size is almost the same as that of the I-frame, and the time
interval between the background frames is much longer than the interval between the Iframes. Also, the refresh frame data size is much smaller than that of the I-frame. The
time interval between two refresh frames is the same as that of the I-frame. The refresh
frame can be used as the I-frame.
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3.2 Noise Suppression

Figure 4 Refresh Frame Predictive Encoding
Since a typical surveillance environment’s background remains relatively unchanged, the
intelligent analysis algorithm can extract the background image and the motion objects
(marked with red boxes in Figure 4 Refresh Frame Predictive Encoding). Normally, in
order to guarantee the quality of the moving objects, the encoder has to encode the
noise in the scene. However, with the intelligent analysis, the encoder can process the
moving objects and background information using different encoding strategies (e.g., on
the premise that the video quality is guaranteed, the background image can be encoded
with a high compression ratio, to suppress the noise to some degree and lower the
bitrate). See Figure 5 Noise Suppression.

Figure 5 Noise Suppression
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3.3 Long-Term Bitrate Control
With noise suppression on the background image, the bitrate fluctuates according to the
background area size (Figure 6 Bitrate Fluctuation). On a street, for example, the
background area is relatively small because there are many people and vehicles during
the day, which leads to a high bitrate. Conversely, the same background area will be
relatively larger with fewer people and vehicles at night, which leads to a low bitrate.
Allocating different bitrates according to different time periods not only guarantees the
moving objects’ image quality, but also lowers the storage requirement.

Figure 6 Bitrate Fluctuation
Long-term bitrate control is an effective means that can be self-adaptive to different
bitrate demands of different time periods and can ensure the average bitrate reaches its
target value.
To make full use of the bitrate, Hikvision introduces a bitrate concept called “Average
Bitrate,” which is the average bitrate during various time periods (usually 24 hours). To
maintain encoding quality for moving targets and reduce storage space, H.264+ analyzes
the bitrate of different periods, self-adjusts the bitrate, and allocates spare bitrate to
time periods that need more. At the same time, the H.264+ long-period bitrate control
technology maintains the average bitrate as the set value.
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In Figure 7 Average Bitrate, periods A and B have spare bitrates, and period needs more
bitrate, H.264+ self adjusts the bitrate and allocates the spare bitrate to period C.

Figure 7 Average Bitrate
When using H.264+, the Bitrate Type must be set to be “variable” since H.264+ works
under variable bitrate types. When H.264+ is enabled, average Bitrate is enabled. The
default average bitrate is calculated by an intelligent algorithm based on Max Bitrate.
In most situations, the average bitrate doesn’t need to be set. According to the different
monitoring scenarios, the value can be adjusted based on the environment such as being
decreased in environments with few moving targets and increased when there are lots of
moving targets.
Figure 8 Scenes with Bitrate Reduction shows examples of surveillance scenes where
Hikvision H.264+ can reduce storage needs. The bitrate reduction is related to
background size and amount of movement in the scene. The table shows the total
bitrate reduction.

Figure 8 Scenes with Bitrate Reduction
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4. Applications
H.264+, when applied to a high definition or megapixel surveillance camera, provides image
quality equivalent to H.264/AVC while requiring less storage space. For surveillance
environments with few moving objects, using H.264+ can reduce storage space by 75 percent.
For scenes that have many moving objects at certain times, H.264+ can save up to 50 percent of
the storage required. For scenes with many moving objects all the time, the H.264+ storage
requirement is similar to that of H.264/AVC.
Moreover, the H.264+ peak bitrate may be higher than the average bitrate in order to
guarantee the encoding quality of moving objects because the larger the moving objects, the
higher the bitrate cost (but no higher than that of H.264/AVC).
H.264+ is fully compliant with the H.264/AVC standard and is compatible with most
software/hardware that supports H.264 without requiring additional plug-ins, etc. H.264+ offers
H.264/AVC image quality with higher compression and seamless integration with existing
systems. Slight adjustments to the decoding settings may be needed to optimize viewing when
using H.264+ on systems that decode regular H.264/AVC.

5. Conclusion
Based on general encoding technology, H.264+ combines intelligent analysis technology with
predictive encoding, noise suppression, and long-term bitrate control to realize a lower bitrate,
which plays a significant role in cutting storage costs and provides a higher return value for the
investment. 
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